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This is a multi-part message in MIME format. 
Dear Colleagues,  
 



a brief summary from yesterday's meeting (my laptop hd failed) -  
 
1. testing/MLO -  
 
a. will finish moving rxs to the compact configuration next week, rxs are  
mechanically  
aligned with tilt meters within 0.1 degree.  
 
b. still need to debug rx1 and 6 (no fringes from last sun scan),  
 
c. corr box #2 (RR box) is fixed after replacing a failed fuse,  
 
d. CT will go to Hilo on Aug. 8 to work on correlator, it will take about 2  
weeks  
 
e. after rx and corr debugging, will do sun scan to verify delay related to  
rx 1,6, and 7  
 
f. expected to mount the dishes in the last week of Aug.  
 
g. people (Ted, Johnson, Joshua) will come back to Taipei around end of Aug,  
the goal  
is to have everything working by the end of Aug so that science people can  
take  
images of planets in Sept., engineering team will come back around Sept 18  
to  
wrap things up, technical support in early Sept is not clear (Peter and  
Ken?)  
 
2. 1.2m dish -  
people are concerned with the sequence that Along processes the dishes, i.e.  
whether they polish the dish after coating? how is the surface and coating  
without the primer? protection layer (SiO2 or else)? how is the 2nd mirror?  
new baffle design.... people will visit Along, as well as the coating  
company  
next week.  
 
3. problem list -  



Patrick discussed the problem list (as attached). please feed back to him.  
it's suggested to move grxmon and lightning protection to mid-term. 
 
Problem list - 2006-07-31 
========================= 
short-term - towards 1st image 
------------------------------ 
 
- compressor: keep-alive 
 
- phsw: fix 
 
- correlator: synchronization  
 
- grxmon 
 
- sun scan: tp not smooth - needed for rx alignment 
 
- sun fringe compensation cable test/fringe strength 
 
- lightening protection 
 
 
 
mid-term 
--------- 
 
- phsw: spare, protection, why failure? 
 
- OT box, why failure? 
 
- 1.2m dish: coating, protection layer, OT holder 
 
- photogrammetry: when, detailed list of positions 
 
- pointing: goal 10'' achievable? 
 
- 2nd data pipeline 



 
- lag2vis optimization 
 
- system stability: phase 
 
- ground pickup 
 
- noise analysis 
 
- grxmon 
 
- calibration source: manpower, couple signal into both polarizations? 
 
- cooling: new correlator frame including cooling 
 
- personnel: 2nd operator 
 
- documentation, web (introduction) 
 
 
 
 
long-term - towards 13 element  
------------------------------- 
 
- platform: weight - supporting ring 
 
- documentation, web (more detailed) 
 
- AMiBA website  
 


